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Abstract—Fractal geometry provides reliable models to describe
geometrical properties of natural surfaces. Therefore, their use in
the electromagnetic scattering methods deserves careful research.
In order to have complete insight into the phenomenon, a measure-
ment campaign on a fractal surface in a controlled environment
is a key step. In this paper, we propose a technique for building
a fractal surface that can be used for electromagnetic scattering
evaluation purposes. The surface characteristics are imposed
by computer synthesizing a bandlimited Weierstrass–Mandel-
brot function, whose actual shape is constructed by means of a
cheap innovative technique: the synthesized surface is made from
cardboard covered with aluminum foil, which gives a conducting
surface and creates the micro-scale conditions, useful to represent
manufacturing errors. Statistics of the overall surface shape are
then measured, analyzed and compared with the imposed ones,
providing and verifying the rationale for a fully controlled surface
to be applied in any kind of experiment on natural surfaces.
Index Terms—Electromagnetic scattering by rough surfaces,
fractals.
I. INTRODUCTION
TODAY it is widely known that Nature follows fractal lawson wide ranges of scales. Hence, scientists who study or try
to describe natural phenomena have to consider the use of fractal
geometry. From the theory of chaos to land surface descrip-
tion, from sea surface synthesis to stock market analysis, fractal
concepts are used in more and more research fields [1]–[9]. In
particular, it is by now widely recognized (see, e.g., [1]–[3],
[20], and [26]) that fractal models are very useful in the de-
scription of natural surfaces because they properly account for
the scale invariance property typical of such surfaces. In addi-
tion, as Mandelbrot argued [1], classical parameters usually em-
ployed to describe natural surfaces (i.e., standard deviation and
correlation length) change when the scale at which the surface
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is observed changes. Conversely, fractal parameters of a natural
surface are independent of the observation scale.
The most useful fractal model for natural surfaces is the frac-
tional Brownian motion (fBm) [7], [8]. It is a stochastic nonsta-
tionary process described in terms of the probability function
of its increments, whose sample functions are everywhere con-
tinuous, but everywhere nondifferentiable. This process is con-
veniently approximated by the Weierstrass–Mandelbrot (WM)
fractal function, which is a frequency sampled version of an
fBm, and provides an analytical expression of the surface shape
as a superposition of sinusoidal tones [14].
In view of the considerations reported above, it seems reason-
able to expect that use of fractal models in the computation of
scattering from natural surfaces leads to results that correspond
better to the measurements. However, this has not yet been con-
vincingly demonstrated and is still an open point of discussion:
therefore, it is of crucial importance to devise reliable methods
to verify the validity of fractal scattering models. In fact, the use
of the fBm geometrical model in conjunction with electromag-
netic scattering models like the Kirchhoff approximation (KA)
and the small perturbation method (SPM) has been implemented
in [9] and [13] and allows an evaluation of the second-order sta-
tistics of the electromagnetic field scattered from natural sur-
faces (i.e., the mean scattered power). The use of the WM in
the KA, as well as in the extended boundary condition method
(EBCM), has also been presented in [15] and [16] and gives
the analytical evaluation of the field scattered by a single sur-
face realization and the scattered power, via Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. However, up to now, for both the fBm and the WM,
the comparison between scattering method results and the mea-
sured data has been done by using scattering data reported in
literature, and relative to scattering surfaces whose fractal pa-
rameters were not known, so that a best fit procedure was needed
to estimate them [9].
Accordingly, the need for a measurement campaign devoted
to the study of the scattering of electromagnetic fields from
fractal surfaces in a controlled environment (i.e., with known
fractal and electromagnetic parameters) is now strongly felt by
the remote sensing community. So far, to the best of the au-
thors’ knowledge, such a measurement campaign has not been
carried out. In fact, previous measurements were performed on
Gaussian classical surfaces [17]–[19].
In this paper, we present an innovative approach to design and
build a fractal surface. We present the rationale from which the
synthesis, the construction and the validation of the surface were
derived, along with its implementation in an actual case. These
topics are discussed according to the following organization.
0196-2892/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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In Section II, the rationale which defines the design choices
is presented. The main constraints are identified and a solution
to the limitations they pose is proposed. Identified solutions de-
fine a strategy whose implementation guarantees the procedure
reproducibility.
The synthesis technique is detailed in Section III. We used a
WM function for the surface description. The proposed fractal
model is described in terms of few parameters, whose values are
chosen in terms of the scattering field evaluation requirements.
In Section IV, the procedure for building the fractal surface
is described. The construction of the surface was determined by
the contour plot representation of a WM function. Cardboard
slices were shaped in accordance with the numerically evaluated
contour curves, and superimposed to obtain a long-scale card-
board topography. Then, high-frequency roughness was added
as pieces of wrinkled aluminum foil, so that the surface would
have perfectly reflecting properties.
Then, we verified that this surface had the required proper-
ties via an optical analysis. In Section V, we discuss how we
used the white light triangulation method to precisely measure
a digital elevation map of the synthesized surface. Measurement
accuracy and precision were chosen so that we could retrieve re-
liable values of the fractal parameters.
In Section VI we employ both spatial and frequency domain
analysis techniques to preliminarily verify that the synthesized
surface is fractal and then to retrieve its fractal parameters. Ob-
tained results prove that the estimated fractal parameters are
consistent with the imposed ones.
Section VII is devoted to the final discussion and to the pre-
sentation of new ideas to exploit the synthesized surface.
II. CONSTRAINTS AND OPERATION PROTOCOL
The design of a fractal surface is limited by several con-
straints. Experiment aims, synthesis procedure, work environ-
ment, budget availability, measurement repeatability, and so
on, pose several restrictions. In this section, we identify the
main requirements that regulate the surface construction and
we propose an operational procedure the implementation of
which guarantees the reproducibility of the process.
A. Work Environment
Even if an external campaign has the evident advantage of
working on actual surfaces, it presents several drawbacks related
to the scarcely controllable work environment and the campaign
costs. Therefore, a very complicated calibration procedure is
required and the economical costs of such a procedure can be
extremely high. Conversely, a laboratory campaign guarantees
stable measurement conditions, providing a high degree of mea-
surement repeatability and reliability at low cost.
In this paper, we present the construction of a surface for
a measurement campaign in a controlled environment. All the
problems related to this kind of approach are discussed in the
following paragraphs.
B. Surface Nature
Once the choice of a laboratory measurement campaign has
been made, the need to decide whether to analyze a natural or
an artificial surface arises. The first option is, in principle, more
attractive, but it poses problems related to the transportation and
handling of an actual surface in an anechoic chamber. In addi-
tion, an expensive evaluation of the surface dielectric properties
would be required in order to fully characterize the electromag-
netic scattering behavior.
Conversely, the use of an artificial surface allows tailoring
the occupation of space, the surface weight and dimensions, its
dielectric properties in accordance with laboratory constraints
and experiment aims. Hence, it can be an attractive solution, if
an appropriate surface synthesis is performed and if cheap, light
construction materials are chosen.
Here we adopted the second approach.
C. Synthesis Requirements
The construction of a controlled artificial surface has to be
governed by a reliable analytical expression, in accordance with
laboratory dimensions and experiment goals.
Fractal geometry proved to be a versatile and appropriate in-
strument for surface description, as presented in Section III.
Constraints on the surface parameters (height and resolution
precision, dimensions, and so on) are imposed by the working
conditions as well as by the electromagnetic scattering theory
requirements.
The surface size must be set with reference to conflicting re-
quirements: it has to be limited by the anechoic chamber size;
on the other hand, a significant scattered field contribution has to
be measured and the edge effect has to be limited; therefore, the
surface linear size must be much larger than the considered elec-
tromagnetic wavelength. Our choices are detailed in Section III.
D. Surface Materials
As far as the surface materials are concerned, they have
to guarantee easy construction, limited weight and sufficient
rigidity. In this paper, we present an experimental work on a
cardboard-aluminum surface. Cardboard is very light and the
surface can be shaped with a high degree of precision with
scales from the longest to those of fractions of a centimeter.
With aluminum we can create roughness on the smallest
scales (just a few millimeters), and thus the surface becomes
a perfectly conducting material. This avoids the problem of
estimating the surface dielectric properties. Quantitative details
on the surface construction are provided in Section IV.
E. Validation Instruments
Once the surface has been created, it is crucial to validate
its statistical characteristics. First of all, the measurement tech-
nique should not change the surface shape and roughness, so
optical measurements are preferred to contact ones; in addition,
the performances of the instruments have to fulfil the applica-
tion requirements.
When using the constructed surface in electromagnetic scat-
tering experiments, the incident field wavelength is the ref-
erence yardstick. In order to achieve an accurate description of
the surface, all scales that play a significant role in the electro-
magnetic scattering phenomenon have to be measured. There-
fore, a height precision of the order of at least is required.
As for spatial resolution, pixel spacing provides accu-
rate information on all scales of interest. Typical performances
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of commercial optical instruments fulfil such a requirement in
the microwave frequency regime. Details of the technical spec-
ifications of surface measurement instruments are provided in
Section V.
The concepts presented here define a procedure of synthe-
sizing, constructing and validating a fractal surface. In the fol-
lowing sections, the solutions we adopted to implement the pre-
sented protocol are discussed in detail.
III. FRACTAL SURFACES: CONCEPTS AND SYNTHESIS
The fBm is an always continuous, but always nondifferen-
tiable process, described in terms of its increment pdf [7], [8].
A stochastic process is an fBm surface if, for every
, it satisfies the following relationship:
(3.1)
where is the distance between the points and ,
Pr stands for “probability” and the two parameters that control
the fBm behavior are as folllows:
• : the Hurst coefficient , related to the
fractal dimension by means of the relationship
;
• : the standard deviation, measured in , of sur-
face increments at unitary distance, a real parameter re-
lated to an fBm characteristic length, the topothesy , by
means of the relationship .
It has been demonstrated [8], [20], [27] that the spectrum
of an isotropic fBm process is a power law
(3.2)
wherein the spectral and spatial domain parameters are related
[9] by the following relationships:
(3.3)
(3.4)
being the Gamma function. Note that from the inequalities
we get , which defines the range of
allowed values for the spectral slope .
Several techniques have been developed in order to synthe-
size samples of an fBm process [1]–[3], [14], following ap-
proaches that differ according to the applications considered.
In this paper we are interested in a surface description that well
approximates the fBm by employing the minimum number of
parameters, related to the physical properties of the surface;
thus the characteristics of the synthesized surface to be used in
electromagnetic scattering measurements are easily controlled.
Within this framework, the WM function is the most appropriate
one [1]–[3], [14]. It provides an analytical expression of the sur-
face , as follows:
(3.5)
where , are random amplitude, phase and direction
coefficients; in this paper, are chosen to be unitary (hence the
amplitude coefficient matches the fBm spectral law in determin-
istic sense), and are uniformly distributed in . The
four parameters that control the WM behavior are as follows:
• : the Hurst coefficient , related to the
fractal dimension by means of the relationship
;
• : the vertical overall height scaling factor;
• : the irrational parameter accounting for the
spatial wavenumber spacing between tones;
• : the fundamental wavenumber.
Therefore, the WM is a superposition of sinusoidal tones
spaced by the irrational parameter , hence it is an almost
periodic function [11].
The WM function can be seen as the representation of an
fBm process with the same fractal dimension sampled in the
wavenumber domain at the discrete spatial wavenumbers
[2], [9]. Therefore, for values close to 1, the WM tones
are very crowded and the function well approximates the fBm
process [2], [14]. In addition, the spectral parameter is related
to the WM parameters by the following relationship [9]:
(3.6)
A further modification of this function must be done, by con-
sidering that the natural surfaces are fractal in a wide but lim-
ited range of scales [1], [3]; hence, the number of tones in our
process cannot be unlimited. The truncation criterion depends
on the application for which the surface is designed. Therefore,
only those tones that significantly contribute to the electromag-
netic scattered field formation are of interest in our research: ac-
cordingly, we can neglect tones with periods lower than a frac-
tion of the electromagnetic wavelength and much higher than
the illuminated surface dimensions. If and are the linear
dimensions of the illuminated surface, the number of tones
can be evaluated as [9]
(3.7)
where is the electromagnetic wavelength and a safety factor
has been introduced. Therefore, the summation
index in (3.5) spans from 0 to .
In this work, we want to set up a surface to be measured at
different frequencies in the microwave region, hence the choice
of the parameters is influenced by the frequency bands to be
used for measurements. In particular, surface simulation is opti-
mized for an X-band analysis so that the incident wavelength
is about 3 cm. In addition, the highest scale dimension was set
at 1.5 m (about 50 ), providing a reference for the lowest tone,
that is for the value. As far as the value is concerned, in the
reported experiment a typical value that falls between those rel-
evant to natural surfaces was chosen [1], [20], [21].
Once the physical parameters have been fixed, as stated above,
the value determines how close the tones of the WM function
are distributed in the wavenumber domain thus influencing the
quality of the approximation provided by the discrete WM spec-
trum to the continuous fBm one. In this experiment we chose a
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TABLE I
SIMULATED SURFACE PARAMETERS
Fig. 1. Realization of a WM function.
value e, e being the Neper number) that would guar-
antee a good wavenumber sampling of an fBm process with the
same , as confirmed by specialized literature [22].
The chosen values for the four WM parameters
are reported in Table I, as well as the obtained values of the de-
pendent parameters: the number of tones , the spectral ampli-
tude , and the spectral coefficient . A surface realization
of such a process is depicted in Fig. 1.
IV. FRACTAL SURFACE CONSTRUCTION
In this section, the problems related to the sample surface
realization are discussed and the solution adopted is presented,
in accordance with the concepts introduced in Section II.
We devised different construction techniques to build the
long (from 1.5 m to 0.5 cm) and the short (smaller than 0.5 cm)
spatial scales. As far as the long scales are concerned, we
evaluated the level curves (with an elevation step of 0.5 cm)
of a natural surface synthesized according to the procedure
in Section III by means of an appropriate software code—see
Fig. 2(a). Then, we first built and then superimposed 0.5-cm
thick cardboard layers, shaped according to the level curves,
obtaining the stepped topography illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The
choice of cardboard material allowed setting up a rigid but light
structure, easily portable, fulfilling the mechanical constraints
identified in Section II. The overall topography dimensions
(1.5 1.5 m ) were chosen according to laboratory dimensions
and electromagnetic wavelength. In order to reduce the border
effect during the electromagnetic scattering measurements, the
surface was cut in a circular shape over the horizontal plane,
with a 1.5-m diameter.
The next step was to build the spatial scales shorter than
0.5 cm, by putting two layers of randomly wrinkled aluminum
foil over the long-scale topography. The advantages of using
aluminum are related not only to the low cost and simplicity of
this solution, but also to the possibility of considering the sur-
face as a perfectly conducting material in the electromagnetic
scattering experiments.
Fig. 2. (a) Contour plot of the surface depicted in Fig. 1. (b) Long-scale
cardboard topography.
We can see the long-scale building as the construction of
a sample surface quantized (along the vertical direction) at
0.5-cm steps. Hence, the long-scale topography includes from
the longest to the 0.5-cm spatial scale. The overlaying of the
first aluminum layer can be interpreted as an interpolation that
adds higher spatial frequency components to the constructed
long-scale surface. The correlation between the aluminum
layers and the long scales should give the surface a continuum
spectrum with an almost linear (in a log-log plane) behavior, as
confirmed by the measurements presented in Section VI. The
last aluminum layer is responsible for the highest frequencies.
In Fig. 3(a), we show a photo of the realized surface from the
top, in Fig. 3(b) a close-up of the two aluminum layers, and in
Fig. 3(c), a detail of the microscopic roughness.
Such a surface does not lead to complete control of the high-
frequency roughness (in our case on the order of some mil-
limeters); this depends on how the aluminum foil is wrinkled.
Anyway, at microwave frequencies, it is possible to include all
the scales that contribute to the scattered field formation on the
long-scale surface. In order to prove our statement, some exper-
iments on the scattering properties of natural surfaces were per-
formed with the method of moments (MoM). In particular, we
analyze the effect of a high-frequency random noise on the field
scattered by a fractal profile with the same parameters as the
constructed surface ( m - ). The analysis
is performed at X-band. A white Gaussian noise with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.001 m was generated and then highpass-fil-
tered with a cutoff frequency corresponding to the inverse of
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Fig. 3. (a) Top view of the whole surface. (b) Particular of the low-scale
roughness formation. (c) Roughness detail.
. This highpass-filtered noise is then added to the consid-
ered profile. The spectrum of the obtained (fractal noise) pro-
file is shown in Fig. 4(a) (the dotted lines are in correspondence
with the spatial frequency relative to ). In Fig. 4(b) and (c), a
20 portion of the pure fractal and of the noise affected signals
is presented. The standard deviation of the difference between
these profiles is 0.6 mm, which is one order of magnitude higher
than the estimated wrinkling process rms value of 0.07 mm. The
field scattered by these profiles was evaluated via the MoM and
the comparison is shown in Fig. 5. Note that this is a worst case
analysis, because on the constructed surface the aluminum noise
is correlated with the long-scale characteristics, therefore the ef-
fect on the scattering properties is expected to be lower. In ad-
dition, note that the noise power used is overestimated, so that
our results will be the same in less propitious conditions, as the
case of a smoother surface. It is clearly shown that the presence
of this high-frequency noise does not significantly change the
scattering properties of the surface.
V. FRACTAL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
Once the fractal surface is constructed, the obtained height
profile can be analyzed in order to extract its fractal characteris-
tics. The preliminary step to this validation procedure consists
in measuring the height profile of the surface and obtaining its
digital model in a raster format. Hence, this section is aimed at
describing the height profile measurement step.
The selected optical measurement method is known as struc-
tured white light triangulation, which does not need any me-
chanical global positional equipment and represents an exten-
sion of the current light triangulation method typically used to
measure distances. Key details of this technique are explained
in the following.
The surface is first placed in a fixed position and an optical
“camera” based on the structured white light triangulation tech-
Fig. 4. (a) Spectrum of the fractal profile with the high-frequency noise.
(b) 20 portion of the fractal profile. (c) 20 portion of the noisy fractal profile.
nique images the surface. This camera projects a set of vertical,
black and white, light fringes on the surface. By means of an-
other camera integrated in the system we observe the surface and
the projected fringes. The three-dimensional (3-D) information
is obtained by analyzing the deformation suffered by the pro-
jected lines, obtaining a set of points of coordinates of
the fractal surface.
Very high precision of the position measurement is achieved:
the obtained maximum separation between measured points
(horizontal resolution) is 0.7 mm. This is certainly sufficient,
because it is well below the wavelength that will be used in
microwave scattering experiments (i.e., 3 cm at X-band). In
addition, the accuracy of height measurements (vertical resolu-
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the X-band (frequency = 10 GHz) fields
scattered by fractal (asterisks) and noisy (boxes) profiles, for (a) HH and
(b) VV polarization.
Fig. 6. Digital representation of the built surface (close up).
tion) is 80 m, and allows a reliable estimation of the surface
fractal parameters of the spatial scales involved in the scattering
experiments—see Section II. In Fig. 6, a detail of the digital
representation of the constructed surface is presented.
TABLE II
SELF-SIMILARITY BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS. HERE  STANDS
FOR “MEASURED STANDARD DEVIATION OF”
VI. FRACTAL SURFACE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the characteristics of the surface
(see Sections IV and V), with the aim of verifying that the sur-
face complies with the imposed parameters (see Section III). In
this way we can provide a fully validated surface for electro-
magnetic scattering experiments.
The analysis of a fractal surface has been the object of
several studies and controversies in literature. In this section,
we first verify that the surface has the property of self-affinity
(Section IV-A) in order to check that the surface is fractal in the
range of scales we imposed. Then we employ two methods to
retrieve the fractal parameters and : the variogram method
(Section IV-B) which analyzes the surface in the spatial do-
main, and the power spectrum analysis method (Section IV-C)
which gives us information on the frequency domain behavior.
Compliance of the results of the two methods with the con-
struction operations is discussed in order to provide a full
characterization of the surface.
A. Surface Self-Affinity
As far as the property of self-affinity is concerned, it is known
that a surface is self-affine if, for every scaling factor
(6.1)
where stands for “has the same statistics as.”
As the first step in verifying that the surface has this property,
we measured the standard deviation of the process
and we compared it with times the standard deviation of
the process, for every value comprised in the range
of scales of interest. The results of such an analysis for several
surface cuts and for are detailed in Table II and show
that the surface follows the theoretical approach with an average
error lower than 5.3.
B. Variogram Method
The variogram , also referred to as “structure func-
tion,” is defined as the mean square increment of elevation points
placed at distance
(6.2)
For a fractal fBm surface, the variogram is related to the
fractal parameters by the relationship
(6.3)
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Fig. 7. Variogram behavior: measured data (solid line) match with a straight
(dotted) line with slope 2H = 1:36 (i.e., H = 0:68) at the centimeter scale
and with a straight (dashed) line with slope 2H = 1:22 (i.e., H = 0:61) at the
millimeter scale.
whose behavior as a function of the displacement in a
plane, is a linear relationship
(6.4)
with slope , and ordinate intercept . Accordingly,
and can be evaluated by performing a linear regression over
the log-log plot of measured values of .
We have evaluated and plotted in Fig. 7 the behavior
for different values on a one-dimensional (1-D) surface cut.
We can note that the graph in Fig. 7 can be viewed as the com-
bination of two segments, confirming that the surface can be
considered fractal in the whole range of scales of interest, but
with different fractal dimension in the centimeter and the mil-
limeter scales. In Fig. 7, in the millimeter scale, the solid line
representing the measured values well matches the dashed line,
whose slope gives the estimation of the Hurst coefficient
. We verified that the results are independent of the cut di-
rection. This is a first estimation of the wrinkled aluminum foil
fractal dimension. At the centimeter scale, the slope changes
and the measured data well match the dotted line relative to a
fractal surface with the Hurst coefficient , in agree-
ment with the imposed one, see Section III, Table I. Obtained
results turn out to be independent of the direction of the cut,
this confirming surface isotropy. If the surface is isotropic, the
estimated value is significant also for the two-dimensional
(2-D) case. In addition, we have estimated the intercept of the
variogram with the ordinate axis, which is for the whole
variogram, i.e., m - , in agreement with the imposed
value—see Section III.
The variogram analysis provides a global estimate of the
fractal dimension, but no information is given about the homo-
geneity of the surface, hence a local analysis is needed for this
information.
The whole surface was divided into rectangular windows, and
the fractal dimension inside each window was estimated again
with an average variogram method. Several fractal dimension
maps can be obtained by this operation, by changing the an-
alyzed window dimensions. In Fig. 8, we show the fractal di-
Fig. 8. Fractal dimension map: D = 3  H .
Fig. 9. Probability density function of the fractal dimension.
mension map obtained by the application of this method to our
surface with a window dimension of 9 9 cm .
We evaluated the fractal dimension , (i.e., )
mean value. In Fig. 9, the whole fractal dimension estimated
probability density function is plotted. It shows that most of
the fractal dimension values are grouped around the 2.30 value,
which is the mean value of this distribution and seems to be a
significant value for the whole surface fractal dimension. It is in
perfect agreement with the fractal dimension value imposed at
this scale with the procedure explained in Sections II and III.
C. Spectral Analysis Method
Several studies in literature show that natural surfaces have
a power law spectrum [see (3.2)]. Hence, spectral analysis is
a crucial point of verification as to how well the constructed
surface approximates an fBm process, and, as a consequence, a
natural terrain. The techniques to perform this analysis have to
take into account the high variance of spectral estimators and
spectral leakage problems [23]. In the following, the theoretical
issues related to our surface analysis are discussed.
We show, in Fig. 10, the measured power spectrum of the sur-
face at the lowest frequencies (up to 85 m ). The spectrum
was obtained as the square modulus of the FFT of the surface,
divided by the illuminated area. We can recognize that the sur-
face tones are denser near the lowest and sparser at the highest
frequencies, in accordance with the WM definition. Tone direc-
tions are randomly placed. The tones appear as peaks in a con-
tinuous spectrum, due to the operations performed in building
the surface.
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Fig. 10. Two-dimensional Spectral behavior of the built surface.
Fig. 11. Spectral decaying compared with the linear fitting curve.
In order to quantitatively estimate if a power law surface spec-
trum was obtained with the operations performed, we evaluated
the maximum value in annular spectral intervals around each
tone frequency . The spectral decaying is
almost linear. We evaluated the mean slope, by means of a linear
fit, and we measured a slope , i.e., an value
[see (3.3)], in agreement with the imposed fractal dimension.
In Fig. 11, we show the measured spectral decaying compared
with the line that fits the curve. Obtained results confirm that the
surface is a realization of an fBm process.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
In this paper, we have presented an innovative method of
building a fractal surface. Such a surface can be employed to
test electromagnetic scattering methods. The work is intended
to provide a solution to the several requirements arising from
the wide diffusion of fractal models to describe natural surfaces
in electromagnetic scattering theories.
The main constraints that govern all the measurement cam-
paign operations have been accounted for and the solutions
chosen have been discussed and summarized in an operational
protocol.
The surface parameters were imposed by means of a WM
synthesis and their values were set in accordance with the re-
quirements of electromagnetic measurement applications. Com-
puter simulation provided the trace to build the surface. The
surface materials were chosen for a simple, quick, and cheap
construction procedure and to respect mechanical requirements.
In particular, a cardboard topography with a superimposed alu-
minum foil layer satisfied requirements and ensured the con-
struction of a perfectly conducting surface. The building pro-
cedure presented here can be extended to dielectric surface if
the penetration depth of the electromagnetic field in the mate-
rial used is accounted for. In particular, the surface design must
be made in such a way that reflections from the surface support
will not affect the measurement results.
The surface was measured with an optical instrument in order
to obtain a digital elevation map. Finally, the surface was ana-
lyzed in order to verify that its parameters complied with the
imposed ones. The use of spatial and spectral methods showed
that the surface was compliant with the required characteris-
tics and provided a complete description of a surface ready to
be used in electromagnetic scattering experiments. This surface
is currently being used in an anechoic chamber for scattering
measurements aimed at verifying scattering models. Significant
and promising results have already been obtained (see [24] and
[25]). Complete scattering results will be presented in a paper
currently in preparation. These results further encourage the use
of fBm (and its WM approximation) as a model for natural sur-
faces within electromagnetic scattering evaluation methods.
Note that an fBm is a Gaussian random process with a
power-law spectrum, and some theoretical results in the field
of signal processing [27] lead to the conclusion that fBm is the
only possible Gaussian process with a power-law spectrum if
the spectral exponent lies in the interval (2, 4) for surfaces and
(1, 3) for profiles. The crucial point is that such a power-law
process is nonstationary and has an infinite variance: fortu-
nately, any sensor intrinsically detects a bandlimited version of
a natural surface, so that a bandlimited version of fBm must be
used (see Section III and, e.g., [5]). A bandlimited fBm is sta-
tionary and has a finite variance [8], [27]; however, its variance
and correlation length depend on its lower and upper cutoff
frequencies, so they depend also on the sensor, and not only on
the natural surface itself. On the contrary, fractal parameters
and only depend on the surface, and not on the sensor. This is
the main reason why it is preferable to use the fBm, defined in
terms of fractal parameters ( and ), instead of the Gaussian
process, defined in terms of classical parameters (variance and
correlation length).
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